Proper Nouns
common and proper nouns - super teacher worksheets - answer key common and proper nouns
determine whether each noun is a common noun or a proper noun. • if the noun is common, write common
noun on the line. • if the noun is proper, re-write the noun on the line using correct capitalization. examples:
waterfall common noun niagara falls niagara falls 1. march march 2. month common noun 3. day common
noun 4. tuesday tuesday identify proper nouns - commoncoresheets - identify proper nouns • a common
noun is a general person place or thing. • a proper noun is a specific person place or thing. proper nouns are
always capitalized. common noun proper noun building empire state building brother sam drink kool-aid ex)
super hero superman superman building eiffel tower eiffel tower 1) state hawaii name: proper nouns,
common nouns, and capitalization - proper nouns, common nouns, and capitalization capitalization rules
directions: underline each letter that should be capitalized. explain why it should be capitalized. 1. you really
only have one good chance to get an education. why capitalize? _____ 2. i'm going to the park with my friend
kathy and my dog bart. why capitalize? _____ 3. common and proper nouns - lone dell elementary name: _____ side 1 common and proper nouns a common noun names a general person, place or thing.
examples: i went to the city. the man was kind. a proper noun names a specific person, place, or thing. always
capitalize the first letter of a proper noun. common and proper nouns worksheet - k5learning - proper
nouns. 1) mr. brown walked his dog down the street. 2) before crossing main street, look both ways. 3) tanner
is younger than his brother. 4) mrs. smith teaches students how to read. 5) my dad took us to the restaurant.
6) after dinner, we will go to centennial park for a walk. common and proper nouns - 7 - studychamps common and proper nouns a common noun names a general person, place or thing. example: she is a kind
woman. nouns that name a specific person, place or thing are called proper nouns. examples: andrew, sydney,
monday underline the common nouns and circle the proper nouns in the sentences below. proper nouns free-for-kids - proper nouns you may have previously learnt that common nouns are the everyday general
names that we use for places, things and people. this worksheet will take you a step further and teach you all
about proper nouns. proper nouns always begin with capital letters and are the specific or personal proper
nouns - the teacher's guide - proper nouns special places directions: use editing marks to show which
words need a capital letter. example: united states ** special places are in bold on this worksheet :) ccss.elaliteracy.l.2.1 demonstrate command of the conventions of standard 1 graphics/fonts copyright dj inkers.
djinkers 1. the mississippi river is very long. 2. t he pr oper n oun - t he pr oper n oun recognize a proper
noun when you see one. nouns name people, places, and things. every noun can further be classified as
common or proper. a proper noun has two distinctive features: 1) it will name a specific [usually a one-of-akind] item, and 2) it will begin with a capital letter no matter noun sort - polk school district - noun sort
proper nouns * common nouns mrs. smith teacher disney world amusement park state new jersey street main
st. walmart store animal mickey mouse movie the lion king book green eggs and ham mcdonald’s restaurant
country united states of america cut out cards. sort and paste each word(s) into either the common proper
nouns - university of arkansas - pg 2 ell: nouns/pronouns/articles ehb 2011 proper nouns are nouns that
refer to a person, place or thing that is formal and specific. the first letter of a proper noun is always
capitalized. the list below contains both proper and common nouns. common and proper nouns worksheet
- k5learning - proper nouns. 1) matthew collects pokémon cards. 2) leo and his sister visited the white house.
3) my mom took me to a movie at the cineplex. 4) your aunt josephine brought cake for dessert. 5) mimi is a
great cat. 6) siamese cats are generally shy. lesson plan by educ 315 class - manchester university - 1.
the students will identify the difference between common and proper nouns given the worksheet after reading
the book “a mink, a fink, a skating rink: what is a noun?” with 80 percent accuracy. 2. the students will
participate and identify common and proper nouns during the noun game with the verified approval of the
teacher. assessment: common noun proper noun - the teacher's guide - ccss 1.l.1.b use common, proper,
and possessive nouns. directions: write a proper noun for each common noun. 2 common and proper nouns
common nouns name a person, place, or thing. they do not begin with a capital letter. proper nouns name a
specific person, place, or thing. they always begin with a capital letter. identify proper nouns commoncoresheets - identify proper nouns • a common noun is a general person place or thing. • a proper
noun is a specific person place or thing. proper nouns are always capitalized. common noun proper noun
building empire state building brother sam drink kool-aid ex) super hero superman building eiffel tower 1)
george bush president 2) artist picasso proper and common nouns and pronouns with ninjas! - proper
and common nouns and pronouns... with ninjas! directions: 1. underline the common nouns. 2. double
underline the proper nouns. 3. circle the pronouns. 1. one morning the silent lotus clan attacked mr. morton
when he was in his classroom. 2. mr. morton knew that they were coming, so he hid under his desk. 3.
common and proper nouns - easypacelearning - answer key common and proper nouns definition:- a
common noun is a name of any person, place or thing . examples: i went to the town. the man was very
greedy. definition:- a proper noun is the name of specific person, place or thing. the first letter of a proper
nouns is always capitalized. overview: proper nouns and common nouns - grammar sense - overview:
proper nouns and common nouns proper nouns common nouns cambodia, “over the rainbow,” a house, some
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equipment, the president, of mice and men, cornell university things (concrete) tuesday, january 17th, british,
farsi, accounting, confusion, dreams, christmas, date proper adjectives practice l - date @ proper
adjectives o practice l a proper adjective is (1) a proper noun used as an adjective or (2) an adjective formed
from a proper noun. proppr adjecttties proper nouns used as adjectives proper adjective forms philadelphia
lawyer parisian restaurant franklin stove jeffersonian democracy united states army base american citizens
common and proper nouns worksheet - tim's printables - co˜mon and proper nouns directions: circle the
proper nouns in the story. jim hawkins lived with his mother at the admiral benbow inn on the coast of
england. one evening, an old sailor named billy bones arrived at the inn. billy bones handed jim hawkins a
weathered map to treasure island. proper nouns, common nouns, and pronouns… - proper nouns,
common nouns, and pronouns… with ninjas! directions: 1. underline the common nouns. 2. double underline
the proper nouns. 3. circle the pronouns. 1. one day the silent lotus ninja clan attacked mr. morton in his
classroom. 2. mr. morton knew they were coming, so he hid under his desk. 3. common and proper nouns mrs. giovanetti's class - common and proper nouns a common noun names any person, place, or thing. a
proper noun names a particular person, place, or thing. proper nouns begin with capital letters. common nouns
you can see penguins at some zoos. proper nouns in may, jen saw a penguin from africa. capitalize each
important word in a proper noun: fourth of july. the names ... name reteaching: common noun common
and names any person ... - a proper nounnames a specific person, place, or thing and begins with a capital
letter. common and proper nouns a. read the sentences below. underline any common nouns in each sentence
once and any proper nouns twice. 1. mr. sherlock holmes is a famous fictional detective. 2. this character was
created by the author sir arthur conan doyle. 3. proper nouns common nouns - common and proper nouns
sort the words into the correct box. match the proper noun to its common noun by drawing a line between
them. matthew holiday easter country friday landmark mount rushmore boy june day canada month proper
nouns common nouns grammar & usage - shields middle school - 4 d a i l y w a r m-u p s: g r a m m a r &
u s a g e parts of speech making proper nouns remember that a common nounnames a person, place, or thing.
a proper nounnames a particular person, place, or thing. make each of the common nouns below into proper
nouns. the first date noouunnss o –– pprroppeerr aanndd ccoommmoonn - date_____ noouunnss o––
pprroppeerr aanndd ccoommmoonn • a proper noun is a noun that represents aunique entity (james edwards,
england, the university of north caro lina). proper nouns are usually capitalized. • a common noun is a noun
that represents a class of things. exxaammppllee:: maria has a cat named boo kitty. 8 types of nouns woodbridge township school district - types of nouns 1. proper nouns name a particular person, place,
thing, or idea and begin with a capital letter. – examples: • person: george washington the proper way to
use capitalization - proper way to use capitalization purpose: like all punctuation, capitalization is a key
element to proper writing but it best when not overused. capitalization is used less than lowercase letters,
making the capitalized words stand out more. it is also used to distinguish proper nouns from non-specific
nouns. directions: fix the proper nouns in the sentences by ... - proper nouns a proper noun names a
specific person, place, or thing. proper nouns start with capital letters. directions: fix the proper nouns in the
sentences by rewriting each sentence. 1. mr. smith went to the bike shop. _____ 2. the doctor looked at sam’s
foot. common or proper noun - teach-nology - common or proper noun nouns are parts of speech which
are used to name a person, animal, thing, abstract idea, and so on. the two main types of nouns are common
and proper nouns. a proper noun is the specific name of a person, place, or thing. common nouns are general
group names, or names which are not name: common and proper nouns - super teacher worksheets name: _____ common and proper nouns a common noun names a general person, place or thing. examples: i
went to the city. the man was kind. a proper noun names a specific person, place, or thing. always capitalize
the first letter of a proper noun. common noun examples the empire state building - picturing nouns
identifying common and proper nouns blast off a study of nouns with this creative activity! after reviewing
common and proper nouns, give each student an unlined index card. challenge each child to think of a
common noun thatcan be written in a way illustrates its meaning (see the examples). then have the stu- we
visited sweden on our vacation. sweden is the proper ... - proper nouns proper nouns always begin with
a capital letter. a name of a particular place is a proper noun. find the proper noun that names a place in each
sentence. write it on the line. we visited sweden on our vacation. sweden is the proper noun. it names a
country. apa (6th edition) sample references list - apa (6th edition) sample references list ** citations
should be double-spaced. here they are not, due to space limitations. ***when referring to any work that is not
a journal, such as a book, article, or web page, capitalize common and proper nouns 1 - macmillanmh common and proper nouns 1 practice print this page and then write your answers. read each sentence.
underline each common noun once. put brackets [ ] around each proper noun. 1. my cousin alex plays football
for a local team, the broncos. 2. he and his friend jason both go to central high school here in town. 3. noun
test - polk school district - noun test: answer key **underline the 2 nouns in each sentence. 1. my cousins
have a huge pool. 2. my sister is having a party. 3. noisy children are under the umbrella. capitalization:
don’t commit a capital crime - capitalization: don’t commit a capital crime over-capitalization and undercapitalization are crimes of a capital nature, and the punishment is lack of readership. generally, capital letters
signify proper nouns and proper adjectives, announce the start of a new sentence, and begin quotations. here
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are thirty good rules: 1. capitalize proper ... common and proper nouns - ron paul - common nouns and
proper nouns directions: underline the common nouns and circle the proper nouns in these sentences. 1.
almost 8.5 million people live in new york city. 2. visitors like to see the statue of liberty. 3. the statue was a
gift from france. 4. the statue was made for the people of the united states of america. 5. common noun
proper noun - 2ndgradeworksheets - common nouns name a person, place, or thing. they do not begin
with a capital letter. proper nouns name a specific person, place, or thing. they always begin with a capital
letter. common noun proper noun restaurant park girl teacher truck ford school store movie boy dog river
cartoon grammar: capital letters - upper case or lower case? - proper nouns and common nouns proper
nouns take capital letters. "canada", for example, is a proper noun and is always capitalized. common nouns
take lower-case letters. for instance, "country" is a common noun and is not capitalized, even when it is used
as a synonym for a proper noun such as "canada": i enjoy vacationing in canada. common or proper nouns 2ndgradeworksheets - six flags school truck dr. mark principal mr. smith bookmark library st. louis zoo
pencil pizza hut firefighter john girl cat hospital football common nouns - plainandnotsoplain - proper
nouns proper nouns name specific people, places, and things. in a sentence, the noun is the person, place, or
thing that can act or be talked about. dr. clark----a specific person california----a specific place empire state
building----a specific thing write the correct words from the box to complete the journal entry. use only proper
nouns. articles: choosing a/an the, or nothing ( ) with proper nouns - articles: choosing a/an, the, or
nothing (∅) with proper nouns problem even after studying articles for years, many non-native speakers of
english find it challenging to use articles, especially in formal academic writing in english. nouns - ashford
writing - nouns nouns name people, places, or things. a singular noun takes a singular verb in a sentence; a
plural noun takes a plural verb. rule #1: capitalize proper nouns that name specific people, places, or things.
nouns and determiners - southeastern louisiana university - compound nouns can be one word,
hyphenated, or two words. example: necktie father-in-law post office proper nouns refer to a particular person,
place, or thing. proper nouns are always capitalized. example: william faulkner england elizabethan using
determiners with nouns determiners tell if the reference is specific or nonspecific. proper nouns benchmark education company - sample proper nouns anchor chart 2. rehearse practice using proper
nouns work with students to add other proper nouns to the anchor chart. ask them to think of proper nouns
they might use to write a personal narrative. then invite partners to choose two proper nouns from the anchor
chart and write sentences using them.
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